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Library planning to purchase
large microfilm library
Librarian Gary Huisman has announced
plans to add to the library 20,000 vol-.
vol
umes of the Britannica Ultramicrofische
Resource and Research Library Series.
The series is still being developed by
Britannica, but basically it will offer colcol
leges and universities all over the country
book collections on microfilm cards. The
first collection in this
this series is going to
be The Library of
o f American Civilization,
Beginnings to 1914. This library will
include approximately 20,000 volumes.
Each volume will be on one micromicro
film card the size of
o f an index ·card.
card. The
20,000 books of
o f this shies
series will cover all
aspects of America's
America’s culture, dealing with
every field and "expressing
“ expressing every imporimpor
tant point of
o f view."
view.” Britannica is devedeve
loping more libraries, including African
Studies, International Affairs, English HisHis
tory and Literature, and many more.
Accompanying the Ultramicrofische
“ readers.”
Library Series will be three "readers."
In these readers each image on the film
cards is projected from inside the reader

Wiest, Lancaster
encourage Bryan relations
Student Council President Milt Wiest and
Vice-president Phil Lancaster have paid
a visit to Bryan College to encourage
participation in activities between the
schools. They invited twelve Bryan stustu
dents to Covenant's
Covenant’s candlelight dinner
and opening night of
o f the play, The
77ie
Importance of
o f Being Earnest, on Novem
November 13. In dialogue with Bryan's
Bryan’s Council
President, Dale Gibson, and four other
Council members, they decided to schesche
Novem
dule another planning session on ·Novem. ber 21, meeting again at Bryan.
o f this session will be
The purpose of
to pool student government information
semester’s
and to cooperatively slate next semester's
events. Student leaders from Covenant
o ff with leaders from Bryan
will pair off
holding equivalent posts and exchange
information packets and ideas they have
“The key words,"
words,” says Milt,
prepared. "The
“are cooperation and sharing."
sharing.”
"are
Corre
In addition, a Committee of Correspondence was set up to channel comFind the least number which when dividivi
num
ded by 4 will result in the original numtrans
ber with the first left hand digit transposed to occupy the extreme right hand
position. If you can solve this problem
substituting "6"
“ 6 ” for "4,"
“4 ,” turn in your
solution to Mr. Graf. The first one to do
so gets $5.00 from him.

onto a viewing screen at normal page
size. In the future, the library hopes to
have lap readers that can be checked out
of the library along with the film cards.
Mr. Huisman explained the advantages
of the Britannica program: "A
“A new lili
brary needs to buy the best of currently
published materials but it also needs to
build up a good background collection.
Through the Britannica program we can
build up this background collection at
approximately $1.00 a volume."
volume.” Besides,
microfilm volumes would be counted in
the total number of
o f books in our library.
Therefore, the first Britannica library
collection would boost our present total
by 20,000 volumes, a sizable addition to .
our library.
Covenant has ordered the first col
colo f Amer. Civ., BeginBegin
lection (Library of
nings to 1914) on faith, according to·
to
Huisman. The library is still looking for
a donor to pay the $17,000 needed to
buy the first collection. It will be ready
—
P. Reilly
by early Spring.
-!'.

munication between the schools. This
mem
committee, headed by one Council member at each school, is intended to continue
and develop as a full-fledged committee
for years to come. The schools have
never before had this kind of contact.
“We are attempting
attem pting the same type
"We
o f thing with other schools,"
schools,” says Milt.
of
“I don't
don’t think that athletic competition
"I
relation
should be the sole basis for the relationatti
ship between schools with similar attitudes and beliefs . .. . . I was impressed
that [Bryan students] are so much like
are.” Phil concluded, "We
“We are brobro
we are."
as we are within
thers just as much 11s
Covenant . .. . . we hope to see students
intercol
attending and participating in intercollegiate activities, so that soon names
like Bryan, SMC, Lee and others will
words.”
become household words."
-s. Bouma

Black and Blues
presents varied program
James Ward and his Black and Blues
Band returned Saturday evening with a
o f music
new and extensive program of
which was black, blue, jazzy, gospel,
com
choral, and pop. Usually it was a como f two or more of those characcharac
bination of
teristics, but always it was a reflection of
group’s arranger and leader, James
the group's
Ward.
o f numbers, the
Except for a couple of
program was entirely arranged or written
by Ward himself. It was the first time

Betsy Bragdon, Rob Sanderson, Suzi Queatham, and Mike
Smith
M ike Smith
time
are all having a hard tim
e keeping straight faces.

Drama Club performs
“The Importance
importance of Being Earnest"
Earnest”
"The
Jack and Algernon are dandies who live
double lives, each pursuing a young lady
to marry. Their speech and attire are
distinguished. They are polite and fash
fashionable, quite fitting to the perfect wit
Oscar Wilde portrays in his high comedy
The Importance ooff Being Earnest. This
pleasurable play will be performed twice
in the Great Hall, Friday and Saturday
Saturday
nights, November 13 and 14.
Oscar Wilde builds a complex plot
which in the end leaves everyone with a
surprised feeling of merriment. Molly
Gannon, who plays Cecily, says the plot
is a complete farce. Serious parts are

pubhis own Psalm 150 had been sung in pub
lic. He also wrote two jazz numbers for
the instruments.
Almost every number was a highlight,
but the audience really responded to
“Jesus met the woman,”
“I shall be
"Jesus
woman," "I
released,” "Come
“Come and go with me,”
released,"
me," and
“Bridge over troubled water,”
"Bridge
water," which
Ward sang and arranged himself. None
of the songs sung by last year’s
year's band
was repeated.
The group has a busy schedule through
10:00 a.m. per
November. They have 10:00
performances at Rossville High School No
November 12 and 13. November 17 they
will be at Riverside High School for
fo~ a
10:30 a.m. assembly. The group will
sing at the Dayton, Tennessee, YFC at
7:30 p.m. on November 21. And No
November 26, Thanksgiving Day, the Band
will perform an open-air concert at Third
Street.

a strain to practice .because
because they are
actually quite humorous. Light love
scenes are especially amusing to rehearse
because they end up lighter than what
they should! Rob Sanderson, playing
Algernon, adds an authentic English ac
accent which has helped the other actors
learn to pronounce words more suitable
for the 1890 English setting. The other
main characters are: Mike Smith playing
Jack and Suzi Queathem playing Gwen
Gwendolyn.
Randy Carroll deserves special atten
attention; he’s
he's a riot playing the part ooff an
Anglican Canon who falls in love with
an old maid. His facial expressions and
gestures are perfect for the role.
Bill Schultz, director ooff the play, is
pleased with the rehearsals. The cast
has had their lines memorized for two
weeks, which has allowed time for per
perfecting expression, positioning, movemove
m
ent, voice tone, and all the other de
ment,
details which can make this play a perform
performance ooff perfection.
Bill is particularly pleased with the
“She
artistic abilities ooff Jeanne Goldie. "She
knows drama inside and oout,"
u t,” according
to Bill. She's
She’s valuable in "backstage"
“backstage”
details, especially scenery and lighting.
The scenery is truly authentic. Nancy
Brandle is working hard on props, Debbie
Wentling on costumes, and Chuck Frick
and Sue Sharpe are on publicity.
Bill emphasizes two things: "The
“The cos
costumes are great"
great” and "Come-it's
“Come—it’s going
go be a fantastic show.”
Y ou’ll want to
show." You'll
find out the mystery of being earnest.
-J. Quincy
—J.
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''Better
“Better things for better
chemistry"
living through chemistry”
Driving down Broad Street last week, I spotted a couple near the freeway, tenta
tentatively hitching. I pulled over and waved, and when they had gotten in, the boy
(I
7? 18?) said, “Hi!
"Hi! Need any hash?”
hash?" I had offered him a ride, and he responded
(17?
in kind, proferring me the only thing he could.
It was a beautiful gesture, yet somewhat startling in its implications. A boy
who had never seen me before was happily asking me to accept a cake of hashishjust as calmly as a friend might give me a stick ooff gum.
Christians disagree on the relative merits and demerits of gum-chewing. A few
avoid it principally, others embrace it religiously. Most of
o f us, I suspect, fall
somewhere in the middle. It just doesn't
doesn’t seem to be a particularly vital matter;
or, if it is so regarded, its value is judged on other than moral criteria. Chewing
gum is rather an "indifferent"
“indifferent” thing.
But the aluminum foil that used to contain chewing gum nowadays conceals
enough hashish to put a man under (over?) for days.
What responses would be Christian? The first, easiest, and shallowest is probably:
Don't
stuffs
let's jum
Don’t touch it, the stu
ffs illegal. Fine, now let’s
p ten years: cannabis has been
jump
legalized, and in fact accounts for many of
o f the profits accrued to the American ·
Tobbaco Company. What now?
A second answer (just as easy, but potentially quite a bit less shallow, it seems to
me) might be loosely formulated as follows: since Paul says it is wrong to be drunk
with wine, and commands that we be filled instead with the Spirit, and since cancan
nabis is an intoxicant similar in many respects to wine, it would therefore be
wrong to get stoned. This syllogism has possibilities.
Still another argument might be based on psychological dependency. Although
cannabis does not lead to harder drugs, it remains true that grass or hash itself
can be (mis-) used as a crutch, as a necessary aid to euphoria or self-discovery. As
Roszak comments, however, "If
“If our society is already committed to solving its
psychic and organic problems with chemical agencies, then for how long can the
line be drawn at the so-called 'consciousness-expanders'?"
‘consciousness-expanders’?” (The Making of
o f a CounCoun
terculture,
ter
Culture, p. 171)
Here we have hit upon one of the knottiest issues in the whole affair: the
problem of consistency. To the first answer, the challenge may be raised: but
have
breaking the speed limit is illegal, too, and yet how many Christian drivers hav~
not consciously, even willfully, exceeded that limit at one time or another? The
second answer may be extended to all sorts ooff agencies which transform or control
consciousness: from No-Doz (to stay awake) to morphine (to numb the nervous
system). Should we refuse Novocain at the dentist’s
dentist's office? The third argument
may be charged with irrelevance ((or
at
least
superficiality). All of us are psycho
or
psychologically dependent on a host of things: perhaps coffee, sunshine, pants, Sunday
morning worship, Debussy ...
. . . and on and on. The crux of the matter
m atter is not
dependency, it seems to me, but the nature ooff that on which we depend. We
somehow find ways to depend on both Christ and our clothes, both Christ and
aspirin-w
hy not both Christ and cannabis?
aspirin-why
These and related issues were brought up in dialogue at the first Student
Council Forum last Monday. The topic is crucial at the present time (among other
reasons) because a Council committee is currently examining it in its many comcom
plexities, in anticipation of
o f a formal statement concerning drug use, to be pre
presented
~ented by the Dean of Students as a policy recommendation. Probably the most
is: How should the school behave toward students (faculty?)
significant question is:
in our community who are discovered to be using drugs? Sling them out? Turn
them over to the narcs? Counsel them? Make life generally miserable for them
until they either leave of their own "free"
“ free” will or stop using them?

"Love
concern," said those present Monday night. Granted, but this can
“ Love and concern,”
hardly be considered adequate as "policy
“ policy recommendation.”
recommendation." What should we do
in love? How can our concern be best expressed? Should we be "more
“more concerned”
concerned"
for someone who lights up a joint than for someone who enjoys a beer? How do
we regard the drug-user'?
drug-usei?
Discussion touched on these questions at the Forum, but I would suggest (as
would anyone who was there, I think) that the answers offered, the solutions pro
proposed, are far from conclusive. Dialogue must be continued. Is Christ "bigger
“ bigger and
better"
better” than acid? Are transnormal modes of
o f consciousness to be valued and sought
after? Are Christ and cannabis mutually exclusive?
.
These questions must be considered with open minds. With
With. open, sober minds.
“The time will be our time, and the grass won’t
''The
won't pay no mind”?
mind"?
—R. Sanderson
-R.

Hagwood on reading
and other things
''To teach [read] literature as if it were some kind of urbane trade, of professional
“To
routine, is to do worse than teach [read] badly. To teach [read] it as if the criti
critical text were more im
portant, more profitable than the poem, as if the examina
important,
examination syllabus mattered more than the adventure of
of private discovery, ooff passionate
digression, is worst ooff all.”
all." 11
Why haven’t
haven't Christians been creating great literature? Such is a question posed
by the youngest and newest member ooff Covenant’s
Covenant's English department, Mr. Richard
Hagwood. Mr. Hagwood has noticed a general fear or lack ooff trust in themselves
among Christians. This shows up in the tendencies for Christian writing to be either
“"overtly,
overtly, or covertly, mere propoganda.”
propoganda." Propoganda may have its place and pur
purpose, says Hagwood, but "it's
“it’s not art.”
art."
“Most
"Most Christians seem to have neither the courage nor the humility to allow
their works to become larger than they themselves. But only if
we do this can our
ifwe
propoganda into art. To produce great literature, you have to
work pass from propoganda
to
trust your art. This trusting is implicitly also a willingness to trust God himself
that he will not betray you when you encounter life beyond the boundaries ooff your
protective shire-fences.”
shire-fences."
He further tries to define the problem
problem as a lack of desire in Christians to give ooff
themselves as whole persons. “To
"To read well is to take great risks,”
risks," he says. Chris
Christians, for the most part, have not been willing to “open
"open themselves”
themselves" and dare to
"experience things with their full personality,”
“experience
personality," for fear that it will dramatically
change their lives. It will do that. But “"change
change is the only evidence ooff life.”
life." 22
And as God reveals himself in literature—
not only in such profoundly reverent
literature-not
secular”
works as The Brothers Karamazov and Dr. Zhivago, but also through “"secular"
writers such as Camus and Jean Anarilh—
it is our responsibility as Christians to
Anarilh-it
to
redeem more of God’s
absorbing it.”
God's creation by “"absorbing
it." “If
"If we don’t
don't feel this resonsibility,
then something is wrong with either our concept ooff Christianity or our concept
of art.”
art."
Mr. Hagwood believes that “the
"the purpose ooff my teaching literature is to encour
encourage people to take the risk of reading as total persons.”
persons."
Some ooff the writers who have become his “soul-brothers”
"soul-brothers" are the Romantic
poets, George Eliot, and the Russian novelists.
Mr. Hagwood is encouraged by Covenant’s
Covenant's concern to avoid being sidetracked
by peripheral questions (i.e. dress code, movies, etc.), thus giving students an op
opportunity to grapple with the more important issues ooff the Christian life. He ap
appreciates the “"freedom
freedom to be oneself’
oneself' in the English department and the opportunity
opportunity
to be among others "who
“who share the same commitment; to search for answers and
share the findings of others.”
others."
-L. RUf
Rufff
1
1George Steiner
Steiner
2
John Henry Newman, Apologia
Apologia
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Lettermen haters
trip ouf
out fo
to Disney flick
The Eastgate Theater is until Thursday featuring Walt
Disney’s
Disney's cartoon epic Fantasia, drawing from all parts of
Chattanooga lovers of Leopold Stokowski _aand
nd classical
can’t be wrong). At least,
music (fifty Moussorgsky fans can't
if scarcely any “"Lettermen"
Lettermen” addicts were present at the
beginning of Fantasia, even fewer were in the theater at
the end, preferring, it seemed, a night on Lookout Mountain
to one on Bald Mountain.
Smoky balladeers notwithstanding, Fantasia is perhaps
Disney’s
Disney's best work in animation, and Disney represents
animation par excellence. Completed in 1940 in technicolor,
the film combines familiar pieces by great composers with
fantastic visual portrayals of the music from Disney's
Disney’s
infinite imagination. The mixture ooff these two medias,
music and animation, produces an audio-visual extravaextrava
ganza, which at times is too difficult to grasp all at once.
The visual half often obscures the musical setting on
which the whole fantasy is based. But, as the narrator
“new” form of entertainment
entertainm ent and
remarked, Fantasia is a "new"
cannot be packaged as an attem
pt
at
music
appreciation:
attempt
the cartoons and music are inseparable.
Fantasia was imitated a few years ago in the film
Sub
Yellow Submarine, using the music of the Beatles. Submarine can be described as a psychedelic venture in carcar
tooning; it doesn’t
doesn't approach Fantasia in its creativity or
in its coordination of art and music. It is safe to say that
like all epics, Fantasia will never be reincarnated.
One of the things that makes the film such a pleasure
to watch is the graceful, natural m
otions of Disney’s
inDisney's in
motions
credible creatures.
becreatures-. After seeing Fantasia, one actually be
lieves in wood nymphs, dancing mushrooms, and bubbleblowing elephants. The movements ooff the animals were
subtle enough to give them personalities even though they
never spoke. Disney accomplished another remarkable
feat: he made Euglena, a one-celled organism, look
Joo)< sexy,
or at any rate two Euglenas appeared to be in love.
Jove.
—B. Tilton
Tilton
-B.

Street plucks
audience heartstrings
In the first concert of a series sponsored
by the Cultural Affairs Committee, French
guitarist Alfred Eric Street delighted an
enthusiastic Covenant audience with his
o f classical music. Mr. Street
repertoire of
displayed his competence in a wide range
in
of techniques; he exacted from his instrument a tone which was delicate and
lyrical.
The program opened with six lute
pieces from the Italian Renaissance. AlAl
though listed as anonymous, they have
been attributed by some to the Italian
astronomer Galileo. Mr. Street appeared
to be a bit nervous in the first selection,
but asserted himself with an excellent
o f two part-s
parts from the "Lute
“ Lute
performance of
1” by Bach. Bach never wrote
Suite No. I"
for the guitar per se, but many of his
tran
lute and cello works have been tranguitarists, most notably
scribed by recent guitarists.
Andres' Segovia.
Mr. Street concluded the first part of
beauthe program with Manuel Ponce's
Ponce’s beau
“ Valse.” The piece reflected the
tiful "Valse."
interest which Ponce had in his native
Mexico.

by Thomas Tallis by Ralph Vaughan
contemWilliams, the British romantic contem
porary composer. The work for two
string orchestras is written to suggest the
antiphonal effects ooff two choirs singing
from different parts of a cathedral. While
the orchestra did not lack the ability to
Fantasia, the performance
perform the Fantasia,
Jay not with the
was static. The fault lay
beauorchestra which produced smooth, beau
tiful harmonies, but in the composition,
Jacks the inner dynamics necessary
which lacks
to get itself off the ground. The first
half of the concert was rounded out
with the First Suite by Rumanian Geor
Georsuite’s four move
moveges Enesco. In the suite's
L'Unison, Menuet Leut,
ments (Prelude A L’Unison,
Intermede, and Final) the orchestra evi
eviChattanooga Symphony
denced its ability to play a variety of
features Grant Johannesen
orchestral forms and moods coherently.
The Chattanooga Symphony Orchestra,
feaFollowing the intermission the fea
op tured artist, Grant Johannesen gave a
conducted by Dr. Richard Cormier, opened its 38th season Tuesday, October sensitive account of the Beethoven Piano
Concerto No. 4 in B major, Opus 58. Mr.
27, at the Tivoli Theatre.
de“Festive” Johannesen has, since his New York de
The concert began with the "Festive"
Overture by the Russian composer Dmitri but in 1944, appeared with every major
Prokofiev's death orchestra in the U.S. and Europe as well
Shostakovich, who since Prokofiev’s
“ has been the Soviet Union’s
Union's as the most important music festivals of
in 1953 "has
those two continents. The pianist’s
pianist's tour
composer.” Following this the
leading composer."
o f the U.S.S.R.
“ one of the
U.S.S.R. in 1963 was "one
orchestra performed Fantasia on a Theme of

One of the most intriguing pieces Mr.
Street performed was the "Sonatina"
“Sonatina” by
Berkeley. This contemporary work rere
vealed to some extent the great versatility
of the guitar. Mr. Street executed some
fascinating techniques including damping
the strings with the palm, and one-hand
harmonics, rather uncommonly known
as Armonico Octavados.
The audience responded vigorously to
Street’s rendition of Sor's
Sor’s "Variations
“Variations
Mr. Street's
Mozart.” In this piece the
on a Theme by Mozart."
guitarist is required to change positions
with great speed, a feat which Mr. Street
accomplished with much agility and
prosmoothness. Mr. Street closed his pro
gram with two encores.
--B.
B . Tilton

visit
greatest triumphs ever scored by a visiting artist”
artist" and he returned in 1965 to
tour with the Cleveland Orchestra.
The Concerto is in three movements:
Allegro Moderato, Andante con m
oto,
moto,
and Vivace. While Mr. Johannesen gave
a credible performance, the high point
was the Andante movement. The pianist
gave the effect of caressing the keys
instead of playing them as the piano
pleaded eloquently with the severe ac
accusations of
o f the orchestra. The third
movement, well played by both soloist
and orchestra, was a fitting climax to
the concert. After several curtain calls
Mr.
M.r. Johannesen returned, much to the
delight of the audience, to play an en
encore by Debussy, which showed not only
his technical bravura but also his artistic
sensitivity.
On the whole, the Chattanooga SymSym
phony, while not on :a
'a par with the
major symphonies ooff our nation, demon
demonperstrated that it can give a satisfying per
formance to
to its listener not only alone
but also sharing the spotlight with a
congratusoloist. Dr. Cromier should be congratu
lated on planning an interesting program
and eliciting from the orchestra a good
Fearnow
-D.
sound.
—
D. Fearnow

...
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Middle Tennessee goes into
watch and camera business
It was like World War II all over again.
The Yanks won this one, too, although
they were shocked and surprised by an
explosive and determined Oriental effort.
It took the team from Middle TennesTennes
see State, eight of
o f whom were Orientals,
no more than 15 seconds to score one of
the most fearsome goals ever scored
against Covenant. The sniper who took
the shot aimed from 20 yards out
out,, and
he didn't
didn’t miss. -It
It was the kind of shootshoot
ing that tends to scare even the bravest
Yank.
But the Yanks retaliated with a steady
barrage of goals which in the first quarter
saw little Stevie Mollenkof head in a
corner kick, Jeff Talley score on a perfect
IO-yard
10-yard pot-shot in the second, Warren
Vreeland and Peter Mollenkof in the
third, and of all people, Rick Tyson on
a penalty shot in the fourth, bringing
his final and career total to four goals.
It would be folly to imagine that the
Yanks were not annoyed throughout the
game by the skills, determination, and
kamikaze tactics of the enemy. But again,
consistency, strength, and a little deterdeter
mination and soccer skill of their own,
yielded still another victory for the boys
from the mountain. The final score was
5-1, and they didn't
didn’t even have to use the
A-bomb.
*
*
**

*

*

With the victory over Middle TennesTennes
see State, the Covenant Scots finished
their scheduled season. For those fans
who see sports as a game of statistics and
records, the Scots accomplished at least
this much:
• They won 14 games, lost one, the best
average ever.
10 times
• They were scored on only IO
in 15 games.
tt They scored more goals ((63)
63) than
ever before.
• They scored more goals against a
single team ((17,
17, against Oxford) than
ever before.
o f crucial imporimpor
• They lost one game of
cham
tance to the winning of the league championship, which we will not talk about,
OK?
o f the wes-wes
• They were co-champions of
o f the Tennessee IntercolIntercol
tern division of
legiate Soccer Association.
For those fans who find their soccer
joys apart from records, championships,
statistics, and averages, the Scots were
even more impressive:
• Except for one game, the Scots yielded
their fans the sometimes dubious but
o f victory.
usually genuine feeling · of
• There were two ball-handlers on the

CALENDAR
SCOT CALENDAR
Friday 13

team who seldom disappointed their fans.
They were Warren Vreeland and Steve
George.
• There was, with just a few exceptions,
a spirit of Christian sportsmanship dis
displayed by the players.
• They beat Bernard.
• They were fun to watch.
• They were oft-times exciting.
• Unlike earlier years, there were a great
number of superbly executed plays.
• Unlike other years, there was accepaccep
table talent at almost every position,
with exceptional talent at several posi
positions.
-T.
- T . Belz

8:00
8:0
0 pm: Drama Club presentation:
"The
off Being Earnest"
"T
he Importance
Im portance o
Saturday 14

8:00 pm
pm:: Drama Club presentation:
"The
off Being Earnest"
"T
he Importance
Im portance o
Earnest"

Basketball, Lee, away, varsity and
junior-varsity
junior-varsity
Wednesday 18

Day o
off Prayer .
Friday 20

Basketball, Toccoa, away
Faculty forum
forum
Sophomore outing
outing
Saturday 21

Baske.tball, Emmanuel, away
Basketball,
Literary society
so1=iety

((E
Editor's
ditor’s note: Last week we discovered
what a varsity soccer game looked like to
a varsity cheerleader. This week we deciddecid
ed to fin
findd out what a women's
w om en’s lib game
looked like to one of
o f their cheerleaders.
We asked Paul Meiners, one of
o f the cheercheer
leaders, to give us the story.)

Atlanta
Basketball, A
tla n ta Christian, away

Saturday afternoon the women's
women’s lib socsoc
cer teams played a vicious match at ScotScot
land Yard, demonstrating that anything
the men can do they can do better. They
chose to emphasize an important
im portant men's
men’s
soccer style set forth in the adage, "If
“If
you can't
can’t get the ball get the man."
man.” The
play was marked more by hustle than by
skill.
Highlighting the game was a White
goal scored half-way through the second
quarter by Sharon "Hustle"
“Hustle” Canfield with
an assist by Bad Barb Ingelse. The action
attem pt
surged on from there with Blue attempting to tie the score. The action was slowed
only by injuries and tired girls until late
in the fourth quarter when Blue recovered
Gar
with a goal tennis shoed in by Pam Gar“ the girl in the light blue sweatsweat
ner, alias "the
shirt,” assisted by Laura Jean Armes,
shirt,"
noted Student Council secretary.
What skill they had disappeared, though
hustle continued into two overtime per
periods. The girls had the stamina to hang
in there but just could not score. Referee
Dan Herron, who had an appointment,
appointm ent,
called the game a tie before going into
sudden death.
“ iibbers” certainly strengthened
The "iibbers"
o f the women's
women’s liberation
the standing of
A fter all, would
movement on campus. After
you want those girls to clean your house
and raise your kids? On the other hand,
grace
the cheerleaders were not exactly graceful and lovely. Care to switch, girls?

inside Lookout Mountain Caves

-P.
—P. Meiners

pizza villa
VISIT
VISIT

RUBY FALLS
OPEN DAILY
D A IL Y

RAIN
SHINE
R
A IN OR SHINE

"Nothing
“N othing Beatsa PizzaExcept
Spaghetti"
E
xcept Maybe Our Spaghetti”
3607 Ringgold Road
Chattanooga
Tennessee

Phone 629-3311
Closed every Monday

Lookout Mtn
°Lookout
"76"
Union “76"
COME AND SEE
THE F
A IR YLAND CAVERNS
CA VERNS
FAIRYLAND
and all
the
other
things
there are
alHhe
to see and do at Rock City!

LOOKOUT
M O U N TA IN
MOUNTAIN
CLEANERS,
Inc.
Monday-Friday: 7:00
7 :00 am—5:30
am-5:30 pm
7:00 am—1:00 pm
Saturday: 7:00am-1:00pm

• Front
F ro n t end alignment
Electronic engine diagnosis
• -Electronic
• A ir conditioning repairs
eAir
• Road service

LOOKOUT
M O UNTAIN
MOUNTAIN
PHARMACY
Scheduled delivery
to Covenant
a
W arn
pm.
att TO
am and 4
4pm.

Phone: 821-4564

Free delivery
We're located in the Lookout
Mountain Shopping Center.

Enioy

■

Free delivery

Editor: Tim
Timothy
othy Belz
Writers: Bruce T
Tilton,
ilton, Debbie Wallis,
Gary Lindley, John Wilson, Robert
Sanderson, Randy .Nabors,
Nabors, James Ward,
Lewis Ruff, Rob Rayburn, Joanna
Quincy, Sheila Bouma, Paul Meiners, Pat
Reilly, Linda Miller
M iller
.Headlines:
Headlines: Paul Meiners
Staff: Jean Harrison, Sheila Bouma, ·
Naomi Black, Carol Starzer, Pat Reilly
Artists: Nat Belz, Peter Mollenkof,
Mary Schum
Photographers: Bob Petito, James Ward,
Dale Smith, Tim Belz
Layout: Nat Belz

Monday 23

Fairyland

831-1627

A journal of news and opinion published
A
weekly by members of the Covenant
College student body. Subscriptions are
available at $3.00 per year. Address all
correspondence to Bagpipe, Covenant
College,Lookout
College,
Lookout Mountain, Tennessee
37350.

Girls go gorilla

—Complete
-Complete laundry service
-Complete alteration service
—Complete

SPECIAL PRESCRIPTION
PRICES to all Covenant
students and faculty

Bagpipe

Tuesday 17

Phone: 821-6544

Drugs

November 10, 1970
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DISTINCTIVE
GIFTS
The TOP SHOP
Watauga Lane

-I. , . . .
~
~~~--------

Phone 821-2911
821-2911

Behind the Post Office at the Lookout Mountain Shopping Center

